Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Session 4: Eye -Foot Coordination

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

JUGGLING 1st STAGE
(10-15min)
Ask players to play their ball
from foot to hand and from
thigh to hand. For a greater
challenge, ask them to try
foot to thigh to hand.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

BACK TO BACK (15-20min)
Pairs stand back to back
each holding a ball. Coach
says go kids throw their ball
and then turn to find
partners ball that had been
thrown. Players run to get
ball and dribble back. First
across gets point.

Objectives

U7s

Key Coaching Points

-Ball control
-Coordination
-Balance

-Keep ankle locked
-Let the ball fall
-Try kicking hard and soft

Progression
-thigh to foot
- kick twice

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
What part of the foot did you use
the most?

-Technique
-Accuracy
-Appropriate pace on ball

-Locked ankle, inside of foot, hit
ball at or above center

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

SOCCER HORSESHOES
(10-15min)
randomly set up cones 20
yards away from each
other. Each player plays a
ball, with his feet, to a cone.
The player with the ball
closest gets a point and
then chooses next cone

Team/Age:

Progression
-Use objects such as trees or
benches
-Specify foot they can use
-Drop ball from hands and kick in
the air or after first bounce

-Reaction
-Movement
-Vision/finding ball
Progression
-Kick ball from hand
-Kick ball from ground
Click to insert session diagram
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-Stay on your toes to move quickly
-Run to were the ball is going not
where it is
-Throw first then turn (if kids try
and turn while throwing it won't
go as far). Finish one task then do
another
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
What did you have to be aware of
after throwing the ball?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

DISCOVERY QUESTION
-What did you have to do to kick
the ball harder? Softer?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Tell kids thanks: "Thanks for
working hard", "Thanks for trying
that", "Thanks for listening"
HOMEWORK:
Drop the ball from your hands to
your feet and kick it back up. 20
times with each foot.
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